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A,

Chapter - VII
environmental important
points to the

human.

ihe planets constitute the environment or the earth, rhe
cosmic radiation coming from the

stars and reflected to the earth

by the planets, condition, the life and activity on our globe.
Everything on our earth is subject to expour of cosmic radiation
occupying the space. Fortunately, these are such that the existenc
of life is made possible from the position of planets, the refle
ctors of radiations, astrology attempts to delineate the pest as
well as the future by following well laid out rules.
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Tnough by no means conclusive astrological lata lent support
to the theory of correlation of planetary configurations with natura
disasters. The grouping of planets in certain Zodiacal signs shown
significant and important correspondence with natural phenomena or
natural calamities on the earth. The great five fundamental elements
play an important and significant roll in the

environmental condi

tions th-ough their 1 Yogavahini' powers. The five elements are thus
the Agni (Fire) * the Vayu (wind) * the Jala (water) , the Akash (Sky) *
and the Earth (Land); which are the major factors and essential for
the life on the earth. They are maintain normal and natural conditio
of the environment in the space*
Our oldest records like Philosophy, Yoga Sastra, Jyotisa etc
have alloted great honour to the five elements* which construct the
environmental life and circle and they are connected to each other*
The Vedas insist to perform Homa or Yagna (Sacrifice) to gain good
re ards or desired objects from the God. In this behind,the scien
tific truth is lying to purify the atmospheric conditions on the
2

earth.

^
In this context Acharya Dayanand Saraswati remarks thus;

'While performing Homa* the 'Huta Dravyas', which are used for tte
Homa* are called 'Ahutis** they are burnt in the fire and move in
the sky as a smoke and vapour, they make rainy clouds in the sky,
and last the rainfall down on; the earth, which produce the food
crops, forestry, herbles and

internal energy

etc..
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4
The Nature has created the Sun and fragrent flowers on tne
earth. I'he Sun is attract the Rasa
his heat#

(essence)

of the earth through

light in a form of vapour. The fregrent flowers destroy

tne bad smell in the atmosphere; but the atom of the fragrent sme1
make the water and Vayu moderated, while the rainy water produce
nutritions,

the herbals, grains, energy and virtues of tne body

u: a human in a normal manner, pure and clean on the earth.
By performing, Yagna the atmospheric conditions and factors
viz water and vayu etc are become pure and provides happiness,
prosperity, helthiness to the people on the world.
When the w- ter and air etc aie being poluted of accumulatio
by the

grouping of people on the earth, these types of conditio

are born by the people, not by the nature. 5.0 that the people hav
to search the solution to remove such types of condition of the
environment•
5
Vedic text suggests to perform Yagna and explains that the
bun gives light on the earth which create aappinass, gooc health,
and prosperities .
The motion of the Sun, hie Occurrence, colours, conjunc
tions etc are influence terrestrial affairs, '..hen the eartn is
called into his present shape by the solar influences. Solar infl
uences bring some diseases like fever,headache etc. The Sun's
cycles of behaviour have their corresponding effects on human
behaviour ana atmospheric conditions etc. Different stars and
planetary vibration astrologicaily designated as Yogas,provide
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different effects, according to vibrations differ in wavelength
Western scientist tells th~t ' the radiations from the stars and
planets can be affect the future destiny...\ It is to note that
Varahamihira has propounded this thruth two thousand years agp.
The planets, however, are reflectors of light and solar energy
The solar and planetary rays affect the biological. Psychological,
Atmospherical and Environmental process. The rays of influence are
unseen vibrations. They are not perceptible to the

human eyes.

Human sight has its limitations. Modern science has proved the
planetary positions of the S-un and the Moon, affect the sea-water
tides and also affect the store of fuiis on the surface of tne ear

Modern scientists nave conducted the study of the Sun spots
and solar flares, radiations, which influence the biological beha
viour of human, birds, beasts and environmental conditions etc.
The Sun spots generally occur in average period of 11.1 years.
This truth has been round by the Vara ham ii.ira and he has made com
prehensive study of these natural phenomena in his work,Brhat
Samhita. The che je of atmospheric conditions or existing abnormal
changes due to the

variations of solar radiations*

We are observing the nature, that many places on the earth,
more rain fall down during the Sun spots periods or other calami
ties. Thus the Sun spots affects the atmospheric conditions and
environment on the earth. The influence of the Sun spots on our
world and worlds around us where first noted by our forebears*
Varahamihira, quoting the ancient authorities.
Varahamihira has conducted the detailed and considerable
study of the Sun spots and sun flares in his work Bjhat Samhita*
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He writes thus;* When the Tamaskilakas make their appearance create
unnatural effect: on the earth viz the water will get disturbed/
the sky will filled with dust/ a high winds# capable of breaking
down the mountain's tops and trees/ the trees# show effects con
trary to the seasons# the birds and beasts feel unhappiness

die

to the Sun's heat/ flares shown in the quarters and thunderbolts#
earthquakes and such types of unnatural phenomena and calamities
etc. And rain bearing clouds appear in the sky# they will not fall
sufficient quantity of rain on the earth/ rivers have less water or
dried up and agricultural crops would not grow sufficient.
^hus the Tamaskilakas appearing on the &un's disc# they cause
of natural calamities# phenomena on the earth. During the Sun spot
durations some different types of radiation like Ultra-violet light
etc are found by the Modern scientists# which affects the living
being# forestry, vegetation etc on the earth. Thus the sun is a
major factor to constitute the atmosphere and the Sun spots have
important correlation to atmospheric changes.
Varahamihira has studied the Moon's corresponding eifects
to

vegetable life#

forestry, agricultureal purpose and other

fluids. When the Moon moves through the ^outh of the Stars Jve§tha
Mula# Purvasadha and Uttrashapha# she causes the destruction of
seeds# aquatic# animals and forests. When the Moon's appearance
look be stretched like the Yoke of a carriage
the north#

from the south to

it causes eartnquakes, an ! her shape of the Parvashani

and Avirjita# there would be lost of rain as

well as drought; on

the land.While the moon's horn struck by the mercury#ororght and
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famine. If the Moon looks like ash colour, reddish, rough rays and
dark, people will suffer

from drought, quarrel, diseases.

Moreover, how, the course of the Rahu, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter
Venus, Saturn and Ketu and their combinations, conjunction aspects
etc. are

affected to the environmental factors,

When an

should be studied.

eclipse occurs in period of Veiahina Parva,, it causes

destruction of pregnancy of clouds, wars and destruction of flowers
and fruits,

loss of crops;

in the At ivela parva. When an eclipse

disc be aspected by mglefics planets, it causes drought and

pestile

nce ail over the country.When the Venus be aspected to the S-un or
Moon, there would be destruction of crops and trouble or. the earth,
while the aatarn be aspected,famines anddroughts; In the Jarana libeof an eclipse, people will be suffered by hunger and fear of wars.
If the Mars starts his retrogression motion while passing
thr

gh 10th,

11th or 12th Naksatras, destruction of all juices,

diseases and drought. When the Mars begins his anti-motion, through
the star Magha, causes of drought and clash of arms to the people.
Whereas tre Mars cuts the star Magha ani. then, Vishakha,

famine in

the country, while he cuts the star Rohini, occurrence of Mars,
causes of mortalities on the land; if he passes through the stars viz
Rohini, Srevana, Mula, Uttraphllguni, Uttrashagha", Uttrabhadrapada an
Jyestha, he will destroy the

rainy clouds.

whereas the Mercury reappears he creates the
nomen

unnatural phe-

like danger to the people from the water, fire and wind,

if he
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moves through five stars, beginning with ^ridra to Kagha, leads
wars; hunger, diseases, drought and unhappiness tc the people.
In the Yoganta, Ghora and Fapa courses,

create

unhappiness,

lost of rain and crops; while he rises in the munar months of
Kariks and Asvina, he creates trouble
bers,

from weapons or wors , rob

fire, diseases , water and hunger.
If the Jupiter looks like colour of fire, causes danger fro

fore, if yellow, diseases; with dark, war; with red, danger;from
weapons; with smoke, drought; while during the year of Frabhava
of the Jupiter,

cause of the drought, creation of stormy winds,

fires, end heavy rains slcngwith six fold trouble known as Itibadhas and cough diseases in, partly areas of the earth.
If the Venus moves end cut the star Kr it tike, there v.-oulc be
heavy flood on the earth; when the Venus enters into Margssira,
ho will destroy all juices and crops, while the Venus

is in anu-

radha, Jyestha <^nd Mule, drought; still his transit through three
stars. If the Jupiter and Venus are situated in the 7th house,
cause of diseases,

different types of fear and.loss of rain; whil

the Jupiter, Mercury, Kars md datum's transit ahead of Venus,
mentions wars among men, destruction of trees etc. by the
winds, absence of

stormy

rain, destruction the tops of mountains by

thunderbolts. Whereas the Mars moves in advance of Venus,causes
of danger from fire, weapons,

famine, drought and destruction of

all movable and immovable objects by fire,

lightening -rr

dust

in northern side.
rthen the Saturn moves through Mela,shows famine, wars and
absence of rains. 'When he is in Aalesha as a result, the destru
ction of aquatic animals and snakes and he is in Visakha, d-?st ru-
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-ction of saffron, lac, grains, madder and safflowers etc. rthile
the 'Saturn looks with many colours, he will destroy birds, if
yellowish,faminey if blood red, war?
I'he comet appears or disappears which affects the people,
atmosphereic conditions through his different colours anl contact
with oth«r planets in the sky through the all Ketus are not Ashubha
The visible oi uhumaketu who possess two or thoee
rainbow, who produc

tails ard in

evil effects? while the Tamasakilakas comet

creates eVil effects like stormy wind , outbreak of fire, earth
quakes etc ana occurrence and occurrence of Kapala Ketu and kaudra
Ketu creates drought, mass mortalities, absence of rain ana disease
^hen tne Mercury is defeated by the Jupiter the people c£
/_

MLecchas, S-ndras, thieves, wealthymen, towns, Trigartasand moun
tain will

affect

and there wilr be an earthquakes or he is

defeateo uy tie Venus# causes tie

out break of fire, destruction at

corn, rain etc.
during the year of presiaes over by the Sun, in winter
season, he will be extermly warm and the year presided over by the
Saturn as a results, wars, diseases, hunger, destruction of rainy
clouds and trees by stormy winds.
while

the fire observed in the quarter alongwith wind

from left, if causes destruction of the crops, while seen as bloodred, indicates threaten from weapons or wars.
Untold portents make unnatural effects in the atmosphere
as a results the environment circle is disturbed by these effects
some abnormal conditions of environment are found in the nature.
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The portents viz rie, earthquakes, meteors, halos,

rainbow, aeria

city, dust, mock Suns, hurricane and signs of the portents which
produce the anti climate or contrary effects in the atmosphere,
environpent situation.
If there wii- be an earthquake in wind circle, cause of evil
effects .tike the quarters filled with smoda a
blow alongwith

strong wind will

st and breaking and down the trees, destruction

of crops, water forests and herbles, outbreaking of diseases and
particulars person mentioned in the texts and the areas of SLaurashtra, Kuru, Magadha, Dasarna and Matsya which fall under this
circle. While there be an earthquake in Fire circle, rainy clouds
will be destroyed,

lacks, tanks,

reservoirs will dry, outbreak of

different types of diseases to the concerned areas of this circle.
If the Varuna Mandala, causes of heavy rain. The following
portents viz Meteors, aerial city, haze, thunderbolts, earthquake,
fires in the quarter, strong wind, eclipses of the
occurrence of the comets,

luminaries,

unnatural phenomena occur in the group

of stars will destroy the miscarriage of clouds. The above portents
and rain without clouds, heavy rain,

smoke with fire,

flames withou

sparks, entry of wild, anirr;?ls in the village, occurrence of rain
bow at night,

unnatural phenomena at the Sghdyas, broken trios,

unnatural flow of rivers, the effects cJ
should be

such types of phenomena

presaged according to the concerned Mandalas.

When there be an-earthquake in the Fire' Mandala and wind
period or fire period and wind circle, people will suffer frcm
calamities, famine, mass mortalities and drought.
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When the Saturn is inside the halo, precious corn such as Priyangu
will destroy, rain with stormy wine: and trees; if Mars is inside
the halo,

indicates

dees danger

troubles from fire and arms; while Ketu, pro-

from famine,

fire, mortality, weapons; while the two

planets are inside the halo around the Sun or the Moon, cause of
wars; if three planets, hunger and drought; if four planets, king
would be

suffered an.d if five or more, causes the destruction of

the world.
A rainbow occurs in various colours viz red,
causes in order to wars, trouble from fire,
in middle of the water, drought and

famine;

yellow, blue,
if rainbow

seen

failure of crops. When the mock

Sun seen to the south of the Sun, causes of heavy wind. If the rain
bow seen in the east,when there is no rain,brings rain, while in the
west produces always rain.
If the rainfalls in anti-season causes of diseases, while
the change cC weather conditions in the hot and cold seasons and
improper functioning of the season brings bad effects on the earth.
Where a rainbow is visible in a cloudless sky, by day of night,in
the east or west as a results,

great danger from hunger;

if the por

tents seen in country season indicates the h.rmful effects.
Modern scientists have been found the positions of the planet
north of the terrestrial equator have
ments of tie

Jure influence on the move

pressure systems for the periods of Whole seasons.

Modern research has noted that when the planet Jupiter is in peri
helion there is a great drought. The association of the Sun, with
the Moon and with other planets under certain positions, either
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when they act alone or in combination, strong aspects of planets
leave impactful impression on the atmospheric conditions. The
Sun’s combination with other planets have their effects on atmo
sphere and environment circle; with Mercury creates high and
pressure with strong wind; with Venus causes raih

low

or snowfall;

with Mars# hot atmosphere# with Jupiter# dry conditions, and some
times as the season change or drought; while the Saturn, causes
blow of strong winds. If the Mercury and Venus move the Sun#
usually wet and strong wind; Mercury ana
junction,

un

the Sun in Superior con

followed by Mercury's conjunction with or opposition to

Mars and Rahu conjunction# Sun a fast moving, cold wind will bring
about temperature become .cold; Mercury and Saturn in mutual aspect
mention hot

temperatures limited. As aspect of Venus bring warm

air# heavy rain and stormy winds.
Concluding remarks
Our oldest records explains th->t the earth, planets, sub
planets and stars are born from the Sun. All
creatures# trees# birds, beasts,

the living beings,

animals etc are existing by the

Sun light on the earth. The creation of day,night,

rainfalls,

snowfall# maintaining the temperature are die to the Sun's motion
an... light only. If the Sun light will not available on the

earth,

there will darkness and all living being do nor live properly and
temperature will fall down very low on the earth.
The atom^v. systems will be distrubed and there wo. Id be
the end of tr.p world. The celestial b oily i§ composed of five fun
damental elements, which produce magnetic effects to toe

living
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beings on the g~rth. Varaharr. ihir a has been conducted considerable
study of the atmospheric conditions and environment circle# which
are become disturbed by the planetary motion# combination#conjunc
tion and by the portents etc. The author tells that there be a
very cold season,strong winds and heavy Sun light # the trees will
suffer from diseases.
Varahamihira has made observation carefully on environment
circle with the different aspects of water

devination# treatment

of trees# agricultural products etc and represents some precious
suggestions for prevention of environmental conjunction. The natu
ral phenomena or calamities affect the living beings, trees,
water# creatures#

land,

insects# with different factors through their

detailed study of Hydrological# Bayotopa, Geo-Botanical# Physio
logical# c#eo-phys ical# Zoological ard

Geolog ical # w hich lead to

tie students for great study.
Theough we

knOfj

to at the astrological method dealt with

the ancient aryans# contain important scientific truths. The con
stitution of at." sphere and environmental conditions# the obser
vations shown by the ancient aryans to determine the future pros-pecto on the ^arth. In premary stage# we should study on tie
mulae of
(1)

for

following theory;

The Sun is the prominent and primary determination of the

constitution of the atmosphere ana the Sun flares or the Sun spots
have important correlation to environmental changes.

(2)

The planetary motion# combinations utu 'conjunctions with

other planets and

uais are regulated chn gas in atmosphere in

accordance with their dispositions in

dltterent

parts of the Zo

diacal signs in the sky.

(3)

The planetary wars# planetary years and slow motion planets

viz the Jupiter# Saturn and

Rahu may disturbe the seasons.
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